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TGP posted an article previously showing that based on the guidelines

from the Election Assistance Commission (EAC), there were no voting

system testing labs (VSTL) that were properly accredited at the time of
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the 2020 Election.  These labs are used by the EAC to certify election

systems used in elections and to perform audits of elections after they

have taken place.

EXCLUSIVE: Not a Single Voting System Testing Lab Used in the 2020

Election Was Accredited According to the Law at That Time – One Lab

Never Was Accredited (Part II)

Because these labs were not accredited according to EAC guidelines,

which many states have codified into their voting regulations, it is likely

that many voting machines were not properly certified at the time of the

2020 Election by accredited voting system testing labs.

When taking a look at Missouri for example, there are 114 counties and

one independent city (St. Louis).  The EAC maintains an inventory of all the

counties in this state and other states and lists which voting machines are

used in elections in each county and when they were last certified by an

EAC-accredited VSTL.

When reviewing EAC’s inventory and comparing the dates these county

voting systems were certified to the accreditation dates of the VSTLs, the

following was uncovered:

Only 94 of 114 counties in Missouri are listed on the EAC site (St.

Louis city has a separate Board of Elections as well)

68 counties were certified by Wyle NTS whose last lab accredidation

was in 2010 – NTS has never been certified.  Therefore, more than

two-thirds of the counties in the state, those that use Wyle NTS

voting systems, were not properly certified as of Election Day 2020

(November 3, 2020) because they had never been certified by an

accredited VSTL.
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23 counties in Missouri are listed as counties using voting machines

certified by VSTL Pro V&V.  However, Pro V&V’s lab accreditation

expired before November 2020.  When reviewing these counties

there is possibly one county in Missouri (Lafayette County) which

may have been certified by an accredited Pro V&V a few years ago. 

This county’s voting systems would only be properly certified if the

EAC allows the certifications of voting systems to remain in place for

unlimited time periods.

3 SLI counties may have been accredited at the time of certification

(although the SLI accreditation at this time had the wrong signatures

and were for 3 years and not two).

Based on this review only 4 counties in the state of Missouri may have had

voting systems that were properly certified on Election Day 2020.  This is

less than 5% of all the counties in the state that had voting systems that

were properly certified on Election Day.

This pattern is likely similar in other states.  Assuming it is, less than

5% of the voting systems used across the nation were certified

according to EAC guidelines and yet all the states certified their 2020

Election results.

Submit a Correction
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The Gateway Pundit is moving back to Disqus! All of your

account information and comment history has been saved and

will be uploaded as quickly as possible to Disqus. If you do not

already have a Disqus account, you will need to create one.

Please use the same email address that you used for Insticator

for your comment history to be carried over. We greatly

appreciate your patience and continued support!

Joe Hoft is the twin brother of TGP's founder, Jim Hoft, and a contributing editor at TGP. Joe's

reporting is often months ahead of the Mainstream media as was observed in his reporting on the

Mueller sham investigation, the origins of the China coronavirus, and 2020 Election fraud. Joe was a
corporate executive in Hong Kong for a decade and has years of experience in finance, IT, operations

and auditing around the world. The knowledge gained in his career provide him with a unique

perspective of current events in the US and globally. Joe's weekday radio show at Realtalk933.com

has received rave reviews. He has ten degrees or designations and is the author of four books. His

new book: 'The Steal - Volume One: Setting the Stage' is out now. It addresses the stolen 2020
Election and those activities that led up to November 3, 2020 - please take a look and buy a copy.

 @joehoft
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